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PREFACE 

Crowding of the available channels for broadcasting, and 

the need for several different communications over a single 

coaxial cable at an assigned low frequency ~ade this project 

possible. For years pulses have been used but at microwave 

frequencies. Very little work has been done at low frequencies 

but it was thought that less loss would occur if a lower 

fundamental frequency were used. 

John A. B. Bower ~d c. W. Merle did the backgrot!lld re

search and started this project. Mi". Merle left just after the 

transmitter had been started.- Mr. Bower and myself completed 

the transmitter and started theoretical design of the receiver. 

At this point Bower wrote the first thesis on this project. 

The delay system and method of modulation was then revised in 

the transmitter to,obtain better results. Several circuits 

were tried in the receiver and work on the receiver was dis

continued at a point describeq in this thesis. Ruben Kelly 

and Ira Lynch constructed another transmitter without as many 

variables as the first one so they could work more efficiently 

on the receiver. They have tried many different circuits in 

the receiver and are in the process of completeing both units 

at the time this was written. Both students will write theses 

on this project after completing the two units and running 

tests on them. 

It is hoped that this project will be of benefit to posteri

ty by showing results whereby the communication a,rts may 

progress. 
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INTRODUCTION 

PULSE COMMUNICATIONS IN GENERAL 

Er3:gineers have been fam:i.liar with pulse communication at 

high frequencies for some time. High frequency pulse comm.uni-

catlon has many advantages in the conservation of space and 

bandwidth. Due to the increase in the nUJ'llber of radio stations 

throughout the nation it may become necessary to convert to 

pulse com.'11unica.tion. Su.ch conversion would make it possible 

for a local station to transmit all of the major networks with 

only one fundamental f:pequency irlVolved,. There are already too 

many stations on the aix-. Stations now interfere with each 

1 

other in spite of the r:lgid Federal Co:mmun.ication Oonmttssion 

controls simply because there is no way to have absolute oontvols 

of field patterns. 

There are sevl:i>ral methodi1 of tra:nm:n:t tting intelligence by 

means of pu.lsos. Those o,:t?e: wi1:,;;ili'tudo modulation, the height 

vo.,rta t,ion of pulses; width mod1.il~tlon., the width ve.:r:ta.t:ton of 

pulses; frequenoy mod:ula.tion, ;rep~tit:ton 1'"!ate variation of 

r,n:tlsG s; time modultrtion, variation of the pulse on the t:lme 

pu1su., 11]xpG:l?tme.nts with :mic~owavo freq;L:i.Einei,:He1 h11J,ve shown that 

pulses mri:y be ooth a:mpl;1,t1idG mcH;'k1la t@d and ei the;ri time Ol' widtb. 

mo<lul1::rb0d11 ~th5.s woulcl en1AblQ th@ n'm1il?ov of m1;Hrnagos to be 

clo1-1l:il0d with on.~ funda.nio:ri t@J. f'J'l@cr1;,iency involv@d~ 

l'ulse c :trcni ts hQ.VG an advantuge ove:r Ol"'dina:ry circuits 

in 'ltha t tho :l:ntelligonce cm1 l)e s all1pl0d ins toad of it being 
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necessary to transmit the entire wave pattern. Pulse circuits 

also have a disadvantage in that the Q obtained from tank 

circuits cannot be utilized. There is no way to transmit pulses 

at this time with the use of resonant circuits; when a pulse 

enters a tank circuit it acts only as a transient.· This con

dition is due to the high harmonic content involved in forming 

a pulse. Although the signal oscillator may be 100 K.c. as is 

the case of equipment described herein, the steepness in the 

wave form of the pulse indicates that all pulses must be treated 

as transients composed of harmonics possibly in the U.,H.F. 

region. Circuit parameters do not behave under these conditions 

as they do under ordinary conditions. This fact will .be de-

mostrated again and again and is the determining factor in the 

use of non-conventional circuits. 

Distortion may occur when the signal is only sampled and 

not transmitted in its complete form. Shannonl demonstrates 

that the human ear is rather insensitive to a slight amount of 

distortion. The ears are a non-linear device and it has been 

proven that non-linear distortion up to ten percent is not 

noticeable.2 Phase distortion and intermodulation distortion 

can be tolerated to a lesser degree. This justifies the state

ment that although a certain amount of' distortion is introduced 

by the sampling process, it can be tolerated. 

1 c. E. Shannon, "Communication in the Presence of Noise;" 
Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, XX.XVII 
(January, .191+9')-;-To. . . . - · - · . 

2 M. r. T~ Staff, Applied Electronics, P• 425. 



Amplitude modulation3 or pulses was found to be undesir

able from the viewpoint of noise elimination, therefore other 

types of modulation were tried+ Pulse width variation of a 

modulation multivibrator was decided upon fo~ test purposes. 

. 3 

A high fide11.ty system with comparatively little noise was 

desired. Pulse width modulation is a great waste of space,4 so 

the waveform of the multivibra.tor was differentiated converting 

the trailing edge into a pulse which was displaced in time in

stead of in width with applied :modulation. With this in mind 

discussion of the transmitter will follow. 

3 F. F. Boberts, J'• o. Simmonds, 11 Multi-Channe1 Comm.uni ... 
cation Systems,'' W:J::r~los_~ ?Er1:gi,ne~:r;:., -XXII ( November, 1945), 538 ~ 

4, John A~ B. Bower, 11 Mu.lti,...Plex Oorm,11,;tn,icQ.tion Systems," 
Thesis (January, 1950). 



CHAPTER I 

THE TRANSMITTER 

A complete schema.tic diagram of the transmitter in its 
. ' 

present form is shown in Figure 1. All components of the com-

ple l:ied transmitter are given. Triodes a.'11.d pentodes in both 

transmitter and receiver are either 6SN71 s or 6AC7's for a more 

practical design. 

4 

Briefly, the operation of the transmitter up to the delay 

tubes follows:l A local crystal controlled oscillator was used 

to c~eate a signal voltage, sine wave in nature, at an operating 

frequency of 100 K-C· The oscillator was designed so that any 

load impedance re.fleeted bacl-t in the oscillator circ1..iit would 

not change its frequency.2 '11he signal was tha.n .fed th:rough a 

limi tev tube wh:tob. started the wave· shaping operation. There 

were four pulses in this system; three channel pulse/3 ro1d a 

~eferen.ce o~ mark@~ pulse. From the limite~ tube the Qriginal 

signal was fed to .fo1u.-.. ~e:i;Hunite ei:rcui ts• The rnaateri pulse was 

fiJ:"ist ted th:riough ~J,1, ove~d,;,1ven amplifier8 'l'his enabled f1.1rther 

squa:i;Ji:ng ~:r the waveforms by both saturat!on and @ut ... ot.f 

limiting. NeJtt, the mastexi pul:Je wa.s put th:rough a sp~cial 

circuit aall©d a pol;'l,lte~ and pv.l~e ~nplifi~r. T'hf;'l input to this 

civcrd t h~vi,ng an EC ti.111~ GO~f3tar;rt of on§ micros@c.ond, d1;t\,., 

f~;r1;;.n1tia.t@q the no.~:rly ~q,ua~e WAV~. Th@ ~ha:i, .. p ~id@s of the 

e ... _ ....•... ., _ .. __ ,~ __ ----· ____ t. 

1 l'bi4•• Thei,1is. 
~-

' 
2 Donald G. Fink, n1oran Receiv@!l :Indic~tor," _J:i'Ilec_~~ronJgs, 

XVIII (Docei:m.'be:i:a, 19l1S), llO. 
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square wave produced a positive and a negative pulse for each 
. . - . 

squar.~_lVave. Because of the large capacitive reactanoe of the 

coupling condenser to low frequencies there could be no signal 

applied to the grid of the tube.unless a sharp pulf3e of high 

harmonic content appeared. Cathode bias of the tube removed 

the ne~ative pulses., ~herefore, only the positive pulses were 

available for amplification. ·This amplifier itself di.ffered 

from the conventional voltage amplifier in that it had a very 

small plate load resistor of 20 1 000.ohms. It also was decoupled 

with a 5000 ohm resistor and a .l microfarad condenser for the 

purpose of confining the signal to the plate circuit only. The 

master pulse went through three peakers and pulse amplifiers 

before it arrived at the output lead. 

The other three channel pulses also w~nt through an over

driven amplifier and a peaker and pulse amplifier. At this 

point all waves including the master pulse were similar in 

shape,· amplitude., and time displacement. From here on each 

pulse became individual in nature·but the height and time dis

placement were different from that of the master pulse. 

It was n~cessary to make several important changes in the 

transmitter. The delay circuits formerly used3 were changed 

completely as shown in Figure 2 (a)., (b)., and (c). The previous 

circuits were not adequate to delay a pulse over one half the 

distance between master pulses; nor were the previous circuits· 

adequate to prevent pulse.amplitude variation when being delayed 
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from poi~t to point. By using a combination or variable re

sistoJ;Ws and variable condensers a satisfactory delay was ob

tained which varied a single pulse over one halt the d1stanoe 

between master pulses. Three different circuits were used 

because the first pulse had to be delayed tl'om zero to over 

five microseconds, the second from two to eight, and the third 

from four to ten •. Figure 2 (a), (b), and (o) show the re

spective circuits tor delaying the three channel pulses. 

Each oha.nnel pulse was then ted into a modulation multi

vibrator. This method was found to be the best for impressing 

a modulated signal on the pulse. A previous method4 of using 

8 

a reaotance tube for modulat1.on was disoa.%'ded after 1t was found 

that the reaotance tube would not work as desired. Not only did 

it not give time displacement modulation but interaction through 

the powel" supply upset the tunotions ot the other circuits, and 
. . 

introduced an amplitude modulation ot the pulses which could not 

be removed. 

Br impressing a modulating voltage on the trailing edge ot 

a mult:tv1brator, a variable width wa.e obtained which in turn was 

differentiated and thereby connected to a pulse with time d1s

:plaoement. There were two pulses when the square wave wasted 

through the d1tferentis.tol" 'but the leading edge pulse wa.s 

clipped by applying a fixed bias to the peake:r e,nd pulse ampli

fier into'whioh it was fed. 

Figure .3 shows the method or m~dulation used in oonjunotion 

. · 4· Ib1d., Thesis. 
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with the variable wic;lth multivibrator. All three channel 

modulators were identical; therefore only one circuit is shown. 

Mixing of the signals was a relatively easy matter in that 

they were all couple_d through a .02 microfarad eondenser to the 

coaxial cable. A maximum voltage was obtained with the power 

supply ava1lable. In order to produce a master pulse with 

approximately twice the amplitude of the signal pulses, a higher 

plate voltage in the order of 500 volts was used on its last 

peaker · and pulse amplifier •. · 

The signal was .fed into 220 feet of RG~8/u (52 ol:$) coaxial 

· cable. A fifty-two obm resistor was used to match the charac--· 

teristic impedance· of the cable. This elill1inated all transi:ent 

oscillations set up in the cabl~ due to re:f'leeted waves. 
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CHAPTER II 

GENERAL PROBLEM OF DEMODULATION 

Very little has been written on the problem of demodulation 

~f'_mul~~ple channel pulse circuits. A synchronizing circuit was 

nec·essary because of the desire to separate the various pulses. 

It is obvious that the channel pulses must be separated if the 

intelligence contained in any one channel is to be utilized 

without interference from the other channels• This must be 

accomplished without distroying any of the pulses since each 

must furnish its own part of the completed operation. 

A solution to this problem was to send the incoming signals 

various directions when they entered the receiver. The master 

pulse alone was Qbtained through a process of limiting and 

~haping and therefore became available for tripping delay multi

vibrat0rs. Each delay multivibrator had a different R.,c time 

constant and started at a different time •. The outputs of the 

various multivibrators were then differentiated and these delayed 

pul_ses used to trip another set or multivibratQrs. Another way 

to accomplish the same pu:rpose would be by the use of delay 

lines. This method would not peas variable as the other type 

and was not used., 

The pulses fed in the other direction were taken to the 

second set of multivibrators, where each channel pulse waited 

for its chance to go through, 

Since each multivibrator was triggered by delay pulses, 

each operated at a different starting time. The master pulse 
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was first eliminated simply because there was no multivibrator 

operatin~ at that particular time. The first channel pulse was 

allowed to pass through the multivibrator controlled by the 

next shortest delayed pulse, and so on. 

After each pulse had been separated there was a need for a. 

system of demodu],ation. It was possible to recover the modu

lating signal by means of low pass filters, providing a special 
' 

separator pulse shape was employed. However, spurious· .frequen

cies existed, to the detriment of this system, depending upon 

the relation between pulse repetition frequency and audio modu

lating frequency.I In another method with a better signal-to

noise ratio, the audio signal was separated from the pulse by 
I 

charging a capfitor which discharged through a resistor. The 

voltage across the resistor with a correct time constant adjust

ment followed at an audio rate. 

A delay network could have been used for channel demodui-

lation by producing separate channel pulses for the modulated 

pulse sequence. An alternate method could have been to have a 

multivibrator remove the marker pulse and to produce a pedestal 

pulse de,layed to the proper channel in the sequence• The pedes

tal pulse could have served to separate the appropriate channel 

pulse with the pedestal pulse slope utilized to translate the 

time modulated pulses into amplitude modulated pulses. Suitably 

timed pedestal pulses were required for each channel in the 

1 F. F. Roberts., J. c. Simmonds, "Multi-Channel Communi
cation Systems,'·' Wireless ;:;~~gf,11;~.~~' XXII ( November, 1945), 538. 
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sequence.2 

Any utilization of the pulse time system could become 

simpler and more efficient by the use of newly developed special 

purpose multiplexing tubes.3 Modulation . and demodulation 

devices discussed previously are greatly modified and simplified 

by the use of these tubes. 

It must be pointed out in the discussion on demodulation 

that use could have been made of limiter and differentiator 

circuits in the demodulator. An important measure of the pro-
' 

tection against noise interference offered by time modulation 

pulses resulted from the high ratio of peak to average power 

used. The improvement, in terms of the pulses, was proportional 

to the build-up to decay time, whichever was the sm~ller. The 

threshold of improvement was reached when the peak pulse ampli

tude was about twice the efteotive noise peaks. The greatest 

degree of noise suppression was obtained when the successive 

stages ot limiting and differentiating were incorporated in the 

receiver. Noise may enter a pulee system by any of the follow

ing: 

1. Amplitude modulation of pulses 

2. Width modulation of pulees 

3. ,01se betwe n pulses 

4. Diaplaoement in time of le ding or trailing edge of 

pulse. 

2 D. D. Grief and A. M. Levine, "Pulse Time Modulated Multi
plex Radio Relay Systems-Terminal Eq,uipment," !;lectrioal Comrnuni
oatio~, XXIII (June, 1946), 159. 

3 Ibid., P• 159. 



. Noise arising from ( 1) and ( 3) above may be removed by 

proper limiting if input signal-to-noise is greater than 6 db. 

A differentiator may extract the proper pulse edge and remove 
... 

noise from (2} above. This action may not be complete due to 
- _, 

the ea.ge-shape variation and the process may be repeated. Noise 

from (4) is of the same form as the modulating signal and 

although inherent in the system it is fortunately slight. How

ever, it may be reduced by decreasing the build-up or decay 

time, i.e., increasing the bandwidth. The limiter application 

also provides constancy of the signal independent o'f,"':f'aq.i~g.4 

Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the receiver designed follow

ing some of the above ideas. 

----·--·--...--· 
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CHAPTER III 

DESIGN OF RECEIVER 

16 

The problems which were encountered in the construction of 

the receiver are: 

l. To increase the amplification of all four pulses after 

they had traveled the length of the coaxial cable. 

2. To separate the master pulse from the others for use 

as a triggering pulse. 

3. To separate each channel pulse from the others. 

L~. To demodulate each channel pulse after it had been 

separated. 

5. To am.plify the audio signal obtained after demodu

lation. 

The pulses had to be amplified to a usable value when they 

reached the receiver because of losses in the cable and losses 

in the 52 ohm characteristic matching resistor. The character

istic impedance of the line had to be matched, otherwise, 

transients set up in the cable due to reflected waves would have 

distorted the pulses beyond recognition. Therefore, four peaker 

and pulse amplifiers were used, identical in characteristics to 

those used in the transmitter. This also isolated the various 

stages from each other as shown in Figure 5. 
Before the pulses had been amplified there ca.me a problem 

of using the master pulse as a triggering device., yet main

taining the channel pulses intact for separation and demodu~ 

lation. This necessarily meant that the pulses had to be sent 
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in four directions at th~ same time, which they were. 

The master pulse was separated from the channel pulses 

through a series of limiting and shaping circuits. It was then 

fed into a delay circuit which controlled the time it tripped a 

variable width multivibrator,. The multivibrator was similar to 

those used in the transmitter. The purpose of having a vari

able width in this case was to provide practical use of the 

tubes and circuits already available. Any one-shot multivibra

tor could have been used. After the square wave was obtained 

from the multivibrator., it was differentiated and sent to 

trigger another variable width multivibrator. With the aid of 

the differentiating circuit and the fact that the square wave 

obtained was nearly power supply voltage, this pulse was ap

proximately five times the height of the other pulses. 

The construction as far as this thesis is concerned has 

ended at this point. Ira Lynch and Ruben Kelly will complete 

the construe tion of the receiver and will give a report o,f the 

results obtained. Therefore, from this point on further dis ... 

cussion will be theoretical to a certain extent. The rest of 

the receiver design is based on practical circuits which have 

already proven satisfactory, so we continue under the assumption 

that the receiver will work. One channel pulse has been sepa ... 

rated and demodulated but only as a rough trial. 

The pulses arriving at the separation multivibrator were 

the three channel pulses, the original marker, ai,'1.d the large 

variable delayed triggering pulse. The triggering pulse was 

made to vary in delay from zero to ten microseconds, thus it was 



allowed to occur a.t the same time or at a different time than 

the other four pulses. Since there were th:ree channel pulses 

to be separated, three triggering pulses were necessary. 

19 

The triggering pulse caused the multivibrator to go into 

operating condition just befor~e the desired pulse was available 

for flipping the multivibrator. The position of the desired 

pulse due to modulation caused the multivibrator width to vary .. 

This action caused the negative going side of the mul tivibx•ator 

to vary with modulation of the desired pulse and also blocked 

the other side. 

The demodulation took effect in a diode detecto1", the audio 

component being produced across the time constant in the cathode 

circuit. 

The desired number of audio stages ma.y follow the demodu

lator but no problem is involved here because they conform to 

conventional circuits. 
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CHAP 'l'ER IV 

RBCEIVER CIRCUITS AND OPBRATIOB 

In order to ampllt7 the 1ncom1ns ~1gnal, tour peaker and 

pulse a=pi1t1era were uaed :1n parallel, !he 4ea1gn ot th1a 

circuit primarily came from the. Loran reoe1ver des1gn.1 It waa 

found from designing the transmitter that pulses were amplified 

better if they were first run through a differentiating circuit. 

Distortion of the waveform resulted if they were not differ

entiated. The effect of the input circuit was to make steeper 

pulses of the signal voltages and therefore would result in a 

less distorted output. The plate load resistor of this tube 

was of very small value as compared to conventional tube 

c1l'ou1ts •. _ Small 'Rt also was to· prevent distol't1on ot the pulses. 

Since pulses behaved as tl'ansients, provision had to be made to 

prevent their complete destruction by interelectrode capacitance 

and stray fields. A·deooupling network consisting ot a 5000 ohm 

resistor and a ,1 condenser was emplo7ed to ·keep the signal 

volt~ges from teeding into other parts ot the receiver. The 

negative going pulses were reversed 1aoo through the amplifier 

tube and were positive going pulses a1 the7 entered other 

circuits. A sohema.t1o diagram ct.this circuit waa shown 1n the 
' ' 

thesis by John A. B. Bower and also in Figure S. 
After the master pulse had been amplified 1t was then fed 

1ntQ a limiter tube to eliminate the channel pulses. 'l'he limiter 

l Bower, ioc. All• 
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grid was biased below cut-off value and only a large pulse could 

make it operate. Since the master pulse was approximately twice 

as large as the channel pulses it alone caused current flow 

through the tube. The tube caused the waveform to be distorted 

and therefore had to be differentiated again. Any triode will 

cause distortion of a pulse because of relatively larg~r inter

electrode capacitances as compared to a pentode. 

Another tube was need,ed for several pu!'poses before going 

into the delay circuit. The waveform had to be inverted because 

a positive pulse was needed for the delay circuit and a. negative 

pulse to trip the variable width multivibrator. Also, as large 

a pulse as possible was needed, so there was need for an ampli

fie~. By having the pulse go through this additional tube the 

rest o:f' the distortion, caused partly by the charm.el pulses,. was 

completely removed. This left only th.e master pulse at a desired 

amplitude to be fed into the delay e1rcuits. Figure 6 shows the 

circuit and waveforms of the limiter and phaee inverter. 

The .delay circuits consisted of three delay tubes an~ their 

component~. This was necessary because there were three channels 

to pass and eaeh pulse occurred at a different timo.. Design and 

operation wa~ similar to the del~y eir@uits used in the trans~ 

mitter. The cathode wa$ oe:i:m,@ot~d to g~ound and with no bias 

tho tube w~s no~m~lly oo:nduoting. Th@ high amplitude negative 

puls@ dr.iove the deltil.y tubGi :tnto cnrtoff' since th@:re was no re ... 

sistanc~ in the charige p$.th of the ctapae.ito:r between grid and 

gro'Ul'ld. The R, ... C" :netwol .... k between g:rid a.u.d ground determined 

the amount ot d@ls.y by fixing the tttne the tube cemducted 
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normally.· The output, therefore, was a negative going pulse 

delayed ir_i time determined by the discharge time of the grid 

R-C time constant. Figure 7 shows this circuit. 

It was found through experimentation with the transmitter 

that the delayed output could trip a multivibrator if the 

multivibrator were working properly. When it did not work 

properly it loaded the delay tube circuit and distorted the 
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triggering pulse. A cathode follower was tried without success 

to isolate the delay circuit. Then, it was found that a faulty 

multivibrator was the cause of the trouble, and the cathode 

follower was no longer used {see Figure 1). 

Out of each manually delayed circuit came a pulse which 

triggered a variable width multiv1brator., Since all three 

circuits from this point to the loudspeaker were identical only 

one channel will be used to demonstrate the action of all three 

circuits. As pointed out before the first multivibrator acted 

only as a o~e-shot multivibrator, which is one that is quiescent 

until its action is initiated by a pulse of voltage from an 

eJcternal source such as the delayed pulse. v6 was biased below 

cut-off and V5 was conducting normally. Then when the negative 
I 

pulse wa.s applied to V5 it caused tb.e cm-rent to decrease in 

its plate loa4 resistor. Since the grid of v6 was connected to 

the plate of V5 this caused the grid voltage of v6 to become 

positive enough to overcome its negative self-bias, then start 

its operation •. Then it would make a complete square wave and 

return to its original position, to await another triggering 

pulse. 
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The square wave obtained was then differentiated and sent 

to a. seoon':1, multiv;brator. · One important point to be here noted 

is; the amplitude of the differentiated pulse was vel"1 large, 

approximately five times the amplitude or the channel pulses.· 

It should be pointed out again, · that. ·rttom'·this point on•;' the. de

sign is somewhat theor.etical since·a11 three channels have :not · 

as yet been separated.· 

4t the:second multivibrator all four original pulses and 

the modified.and delayed master pulse awaited thei?' chance to go 

throu~ the multivibrator. Only the first was destred to aet 

upon the variable width multivib?tator since that was the channel 

whio:b.·was to be used in demonstration. The large triggering 

pulse was delayed so that it wouid appear about a miorosecond 

before the channel pulse. It set the multivibrator into action 

as described above. But instead or making the complete cyoie it 

was made to return to its original position by the positive 

channel pulse. Sinoe the channel pulse va?tied :t.n time due·to 

the amplitude or the modulation it caused the mult1v1brator to 

.reverse directions at different times. This in t'Ul'n caused the 

width of the square wave to Va'fl1 with modulation.,; ·The R-C time 

constants of th~ multivib:rator oaused it to not be tripped b7 

an7 o~ the other ohm.rinel pulses. A'ohannel separation 17etem 

sueh as 1hown 1n Figure a would not ha.v@ been possible except 

for the peeul1tU' action ot a va:r1~'blo width mult1v1b:rator+ 

Onoe started through a oyele it will oont1nu.e to form a square 

wave unless interrupted by a restoring pulse, at which time it 

Will 1nst'antl7 l'8V8l'S8 in pol&:!:'it7. 
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The square wave was then f'ed into a demodulator. Wide 

positive portions of the square wave caused the diode to draw 

more current and narrow portions caused it to draw less according 

to the modulation present. Voltage impressed across R1 (see 

Figure 9) will follow the audio signal. Cl R1 will not be 10 RG 
-
or above as in the case of self ... biased cathode eirouits but 

will be a lesser value in order to follow the modulation pattern. 

As yet R1, R2~ and Cl have not been determined to give best 

results. 

Audio stages as may be necessary should follow the demodu

lation circuit. This would depend upon the power output 

necessary and is a relatively minor problem. No further con

sideration o! this is necessary. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This project was set up as a long range objective. With 

m&J?,1 ~tu~ents involved, changes _will and have been made. The 

~l?jeo~ or experimentation 1s 1mp.rovement, an~ this project is 

no e,xception. Another complete tr~sm1tter already has been 

built to use in conjunction with the original transmitter.-
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'?his was done to eliminate too many variables present in the 

first one •. More stability was required in. order to obtain 

:proper f?peration or the receiver, therefore, $evera.l oiroutts 

were advantageously changed. The dela7 o1rou1ts .were improved 

and the range of delay was widened. More unifo:rm delay response 

was also achieved. The action of the .variable width multi

vibrators was also improved when modulated. Circuits such as 

the peakex- and pulse amplifier and the :f'undaments.l variable width 

mult1v1bre.tor have not been c,hanged s~nce they have proven to 

be ver.,. ~se1'ul c1rou1ts where pulse time c:Ll'cu1ts a.re ooncemed. 

Oirou1ts 'such as cathode followers, saw tooth generato~s,. 

and various 11m1t1ng oS.rou1ta have been tried ·1n the reoe1ver. 

An unstable transmitter oaurutd some ot the wo1"k to be delared 
,, 

on the reoe1ver. Thie t~ouble waa eliminated and the receiver 

3:?,as progre11ed vei7 rap1dl7~· One ohmmel has aotuall7 been 

through o1rotd.ts a1m1li.~ to thotlle :Ln Figu~e 5 and was demodu

lated. 

Improvement had to be made from the beg1nntng. Therefore 

it was tbousht that the s7stom should be oompletel7 torn down 

and other o1rcu1ts tried which would improve the overall response 
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of the receiver. The receiver was at this stage at the time 

this thesis was written. It has been found with this particular 

project that it was better not to try for perfection the first 

time a circuit was constructed. Best results were obtained by 

making a rough estimation of the general problem and then to go 

to the beginning and iron out the rough spots. Even a second 

or third trial did not always give perfect or even satisfactory 

results. As an example of this, two types of mogulation were 

tried1 as shown in Bowe,,.,t :"! thesis_; and plate, or impressed 

voltage, modulation of the transmitter was tried in this thesis, 

neither with the desired results. Both methods worked to a 

certain extent and further progress of both transmitter and 

ref'.eiver was achieved. Overall results could not have been 

obtained had the project stopped at any particular point to 

achieve perfection. Tb.e stages following the modulated multi

vibrators largely determined the type of modulation necessary. 

Now that the receiver has been nearly completed a third ty:pe 

of modulation has proven more satisfactory than either of the 

two used previously and has shown better results. 

Various tests can be performed with both transmitter and 

receiver. Curves of various parameters may be plotted to secure 

overall operation of either or both units.· Allowable tolerances 

in performance may be determined. Shielding has not been con

sidered, therefore, tests of this nature may be made in order to 

strive for improvement. 

In the transmitter, conventional tests should be made as 

well as those· adaptable only to this unit. voitage height of 
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output pulses would be equivalent to power output. Plate input 

power would mean very little because the pulses constitute only 

a small amount of' the average plate current. Modulation checks 

similar to conventional tests can be made. Percentage modu~ 

lation checks, distortion tests, modulation power required and 

frequency response are some of the tests that may be made. 

Allowable propinquity of the pulses to either the master pulse 

or each other would be desirable. Of course, percentage of' 

modulation would determine guard time necessary to p~event 

cross-talk and distortion. Different.fundamental frequencies 

within a limited range may be tried to determine an optimum 

point or operation. If another channel should be desired the 

master pulse could be modulated by any or the mentioned methods 

of' raodula tion. 

In the receiver, sen1;1itivity and selectivity checks should 

be made. These checks to some extent should determine adjust• 

ments to be made on the transmitter- for opti:rn-i.un ~esults. 

Settings made in the delay circuits probably will be el"itioal 

since the variable width multivib~ator mu.st be allowed to start 

at a particular time. 

Tests other th~n those mentioned will become apparent as 

soon as both 't.Ulits are functioning properly. 
' It is f.elt that these tests herein listed will add to 

the avail.aJ>le informati\'.n:l to the extent that the horizons of 

the oom:m:unications art may be extended. 
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